Neutrinos
What are they?
And what do they have to
do with dark matter?
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Classical 2 body problem
Freshman physics:
● Conservation laws
● Energy and Momentum conserved!
● For fixed explosion size, E of bullet are
fixed!
● We've done this many times
● Even including Relativity!
Does the same hold for
radioactive decay?

●
●
●

Neutrinos

Classically it should be identical
Naively, we expected it
But then came the data...
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Beta decay

●

●

●

A neutron turns into a proton,
emitting an electron
A fixed energy is released
● Q = difference in binding energy
Charge is conserved

●
●
●
●

Neutrinos

But a spectrum of electron energies was observed!
Are the conservation laws wrong?
Or is something else going on?
Many were ready to give up these fundamental laws
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Along came Pauli
What if beta decay were a 3 body process?
The new particle would have to be:
→ Neutral
→ Very light or massless
→ Rare interactions

Pauli postulated the invisible neutrino!
In a letter addressed:
“Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen...”
Neutrinos
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Discovery, Reines & Cowan 1956
●
●

●

Conducted a series of experiments
Stage 1: Hanford site, Washington
● Too much background from cosmic rays
Stage 2: Savannah River, South Carolina
● Better shielding
● 11 m from reactor
● 12 m underground

Results:
● ~3 neutrino events per hour detected
● Used on-off switch on reactor
● Neutrinos disappeared when reactor was
off
Cowan died in 1974, but Reines
awarded Nobel Prize in 1995

Neutrinos
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Neutrino Properties
Lepton number:
● Total number of leptons conserved
● Leptons minus antileptons
● Example: Electrons produced along
with antineutrinos
Lepton flavor number:
● Total number of leptons in each
generation conserved
● Only one flavor allowed at a vertex

Spin:
Neutrinos are fermions: spin ½

Neutrinos
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Helicity and Mass

●
●
●
●

Helicity: projection of spin along momentum axis
For spin ½ particles, two states
+½, -½
Right or Left handed

Observation:
● All leptons in weak interactions are left handed.
● All anti leptons in weak interactions are right handed
But helicity is not a Lorentz invariant:
● I can transform to a frame where the particle is
moving in the opposite direction
One solution: Massless neutrinos
● Move at c in all frames
● Helicity becomes a good quantum number

Neutrinos
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Number of Light Neutrinos
Z boson resonance
● Lifetime of a particle governed by Fermi’s
Golden Rule

●

Density of final states, ρ
● Proportional to the number of final decay
products
● Any energetically allowed weakly-couple
particles
● All charged lepton-antilepton pairs
● Invisible decays
● Neutrino-antineutrino pairs
●
●

●

Width of Z boson
● Width of resonance governed by
uncertainty principle

●

Longer lifetime means narrower
width of resonance

Z width measured by LEP
Fit to number of invisible decays
● Number of neutrinos N
Best fit:

Neutrinos
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Neutrinos in the Standard Model

●

●

●

●
●

●

The weak interaction is
transmitted by W and Z
bosons
Couple to left handed
fermions, right handed
antifermions

Particles of the Standard Model

Neutrinos have exactly zero
mass
One neutrino flavor per lepton
Higgs, which is responsible
for mass, does not interact
with neutrinos
Neutrinos and antineutrinos
are distinct (different helicity)

Neutrinos
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Sources of Neutrinos
High energy collisions
● Particle colliders
● Cosmic ray showers
● Astrophysical processes
● New blazer detected with high
energy neutrino in Ice Cube

Nuclear reactions
● Fusion in the sun
● Fission in reactors
● Big bang nucleosynthesis

Neutrinos
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Solar Neutrinos

●

●

●
●
●
●

●

●

Electron neutrinos produced in
fusion chain
99% of solar neutrinos from pp
fusion
First observed in 2014 by Borexino
Small fraction from 7Be and 8B
Extend to high E
Easier to detect
Bachall predicted the solar
neutrino flux in 1964
He would refine this with an
incredibly precise solar model
over the next 50 years

Neutrinos
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Early Particle Astrophysics
Experiment
Homestake Experiment
Ray Davis went to a gold mine in South Dakota
His Idea:
● Build a large detector to see rare interactions
● Bury it deep underground to avoid
backgrounds
● Use sophisticated techniques (even by
today's standards!) to detect individual
electron neutrino captures
●

●
●

A true pioneer for particle astrophysics (and
one of my heroes)
We still use techniques he developed
LUX experiment uses the “Davis Cavern”,
even his original water tank as a shield

Neutrinos
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Results: The Solar Neutrino
Problem
In 1968, Davis reported results
Solar neutrino flux factor 3 too low
This became the Solar Neutrino Problem
Why was the flux measurement too low?
● Did Davis undercount the neutrinos?
● Was Bachall's solar model wrong?
● Do neutrino's behave differently than
expected?
●

●

Davis continued refining his measurement
● Consistent results
● Flux always too low
Other experiments also measured solar neutrino
deficit
● Kamiokande, GALLEX
● Between 1/3 and 2/3 expectation

Crazy hypothesis: Neutrinos have mass!
Neutrinos
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Mass vs Flavor Eigenstates
Flavor eigenstates ≠ Mass eigenstates
Flavor states are superposition of mass states

Flavor states DO NOT commute with Hamiltonian
● They are not the states that propagate!
● Those would be the mass eigenstates
●

●
●
●

Neutrinos

We can create and detect flavor states:
● Electron, muon, tau neutrinos
Created as superposition of mass states
The phases change with time
Consequence: Neutrinos change flavor!
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Wave Oscillations
Recall from wave mechanics:
● Beats
● Two waves with different phase velocity
● Interfere constructively or destructively
● Oscillate between constructive and destructive
interference at beat frequency

Neutrinos
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Neutrinos Oscillations
●
●

In neutrinos, beat phenomenon occurs
But the phase velocity is the phase of the quantum
wave function

●
●

Consider probability of an electron neutrino to behave
as an electron neutrino
● Probability changes with time
● Oscillates between 1 and some minimum value <1

●

Neutrinos

This gives an observable phenomenon
● Number of neutrinos you count is time (or distance)
dependent
● Points back to the solar neutrino problem
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Example: 2 Neutrinos
●

●

●

●

Mass and flavor states connected by
2X2 matrix
Single parameter, θ
Propagation:
Using this, and the eigenvalues of H, the neutrino oscillation
probability can be derived:

Important features:
● Mixing angle θ comes from mixing
matrix U
● Phase depends on Δm2, difference
in mass squared
● Dependent on path length L and
energy E

Neutrinos
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PMNS Matrix for 3 Neutrinos
●
●

●

Pontecorvo Maki Nakagawa Sakata matrix
Unitary 3X3 matrix
● U† = U-1
● Imposes lepton number conservation
4 degrees of freedom
● Three mixing angles
● Mixing between 3 neutrino states
● 1 complex phase
● Accounts for CP violation

Neutrinos
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3-Neutrino Oscillation Probability
●
●

●

Follow same procedure as for two neutrinos
Now three separate Δm2

Convenient to factor into real and imaginary parts
● Real part analogous to 2 neutrino mixing
● Imaginary part contains phase rotation from CP violation
● Different oscillation probabilities for neutrinos and antineutrinos

Neutrinos
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Oscillations of 3 neutrinos
●

●

●

Disappearance at 2
different periods
Depends on 2 different
Δm2
Can measure these
with experiments at
different locations

Neutrinos
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Super K
●
●

●

●

Neutrinos

50 kT of water in 40 m tank
>11,000 photomultipliers (PMTs) to detect light
● PMTs + electrical connections waterproof
Measured muon neutrinos produced in atmosphere
● Measured flux as function of azimuth
● Neutrinos from below have to pass through earth
First definitive proof of oscillation
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Neutrinos
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SNO
●
●
●

●

1,000 tons of heavy water D2O
10,000 PMTs on 12 m acrylic sphere
Measured solar neutrino flux 3 different ways
● Different channels sensitive to different
neutrinos
● Measure total neutrino flux
● Measure electron neutrino flux
Proved that oscillations are solution to solar
neutrino problem

Neutrinos
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Measurements of PMNS Matrix
●
●

●

Ray Davis awarded Nobel Prize in 2002
Takaki Kajita and Art MacDonald awarded Nobel Prize
for Super K and SNO in 2015
● “for discovery of neutrino oscillations, which shows
that neutrinos have mass”
Since then
● Refined solar/atmospheric neutrino meausrements
● Reactor measurements
● Filled in all three mixing angles
● Work still needed on CP phase

As of July 2014:

Neutrinos
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What do Neutrino Oscillations
Imply?
Neutrinos have mass!
● They must move slower than c
● Helicity not a good quantum number
● Now I can boost to a frame where
neutrinos change helicity
● What does that mean for the weak
interaction?
Lepton generation number no longer
conserved!
● The weak interaction still obeys this
conservation law
● But globally, it is not obeyed

Neutrinos

Open Questions:
● What is the origin of neutrino
mass?
● Why are neutrinos so light while
other particles are so heavy?
● What is the absolute mass scale?
● Which neutrino is lightest?
● Is total lepton number also
violated?
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Sterile Neutrinos
●
●
●

Non-interacting neutrinos
Do not participate in SM interactions
e.g don't couple to W/Z

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

May mix with 3 known neutrinos
Only accessible through oscillations
Replace PMNS Matrix with 4X4 version
3 additional mixing angles

Neutrinos

One possibility: Right Handed
Neutrinos
No weak interactions
Naturally expected because
electrons are both left and right
handed
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Sterile neutrino mixing
●

●
●

●

●

●

Current measurements of mixing matrix
indicate it is close to unitary
Any sterile neutrino mixing must be small
A sterile neutrinos is “almost” a mass
eigenstate
But small amount of mixing still allowed,
mostly with muon and tau neutrinos
Natural dark matter candidate
● Cosmic neutrinos from early universe
● Freeze out in early universe
● Sterile neutrinos accessible via oscillation
● Lots of heavy cosmic particles
Typically too light to be cold
● Usually have mass ~keV
● Compare to keV WIMP kinetic energies
● Would be relativistic, not gravitationally
bound
● Warm dark matter candidates

Neutrinos
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Searches for Sterile Neutrinos
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Look for disappearance at
short length scale
Oscillations scale with

Larger Δm2 gives smaller
length scale
Size of mixing angle gives
size of oscillation
Daya Bay and Double
Chooz measured too few
reactor neutrinos
Recently seen in miniBoone experiment
Prospect looked oscillations
on ~1m
● No signal, likely rules this
out as sterile neutrinos

Neutrinos

●

●

Many experiments continue to look for neutrino
disappearance
Probing many L/E will cover large mass splitting
range
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Particle Mechanics
Hamiltonian Mechanics

Lagrangian Mechanics

Kinetic energy:
Potential energy (e.g. E&M):

(using

)

In special relativity:
(using

)

In Quantum Mechanics
(using

Neutrinos

)
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Relativistic Quantum Mechanics
●

●
●

Paul Dirac took a square root
● Led to Dirac Equation
● Relativistic Schrödinger Equation
Both positive and negative solutions
Negative energy states are antimatter!

Dirac Fermions
● Fermions can be described by the Dirac
equation
● These particles have distinct antiparticles
● e.g. electron and positron
● For charged particles, this is the only
known description
● Antiparticles carry opposite electric
charge
●

●

Neutrinos

4 independent solutions
● 2 for particles
● 2 for antiparticles
● Each has 2 spin states (spin ½)
Can parametrize with right handed
and left handed particles and
antiparticles
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Majorana Equation
●

●

●

●

●

Ettore Majorana developed an
alternative description of fermions
Applies to neutral particles like neutrinos
No opposite charge for particles and
antiparticles

Only two component spinor
● Simpler than Dirac theory
2 independent solutions
● 2 spins states of fermion

Neutrinos
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Neutrino Mass
Standard Model defined by:

●
●

Includes QCD with three color degrees of freedom
Electroweak coupling to left handed particles
● Spontaneous symmetry breaking gives distinct EM and
Weak interactions

Most Generic neutrino mass term
● Add a term to SM Lagrangian
l is the SM lepton doublet
● Φ is the SM scalar doublet (Higgs doublet)
● λ is coupling constant (proportional to mass)
This operator violates lepton number by 2
Most easily described by Majorana doublet
● Neutrino is own antiparticle
Dirac neutrinos possible, but require “fine tuning”
●

●
●

●

Most gauge theories expect neutrino to by Majorana

Neutrinos
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Consequences of Majorana
Neutrinos
For massless neutrinos:
● Helicity still distinguishes neutrinos from antineutrinos
● Neutrino left handed in every frame
● Antineutrino right handed in every frame
● Left handed neutrinos act like particles
● Right handed neutrinos act like antiparticles
● Adds elegance to handedness of Weak Interaction
But neutrinos have mass!
● Behavior still the same
● LH → neutrino
● RH → antineutrino
● But now they are not distinct
● In one frame it will behave like a neutrino, in another like an
antineutrino
Lepton number violation
● Total number of leptons not conserved
● Same for lepton flavor
● We already saw this with oscillations
● Leptogenesis!
● Possible explanation of matter – antimatter asymmetry?
Neutrinos
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Smallness of Neutrino Mass
Neutrino mass suppression
● Lepton number violation has not been observed
● Except in the sense of the matter –
antimatter asymmetry of the universe
● Mechanism needed to suppress interactions
from
● Same mechanism naturally makes neutrinos
very light
Two basic scenarios:
● Top down
● Mass suppression at e.g. Planck scale
● e.g. gravity mediated
● Extremely tiny mass scale for neutrinos
● Far beyond reach of experiments
● Bottom up
● Suppression at lower energy scale
● Scales, Yukawa coupling, loop suppression,
etc
● More moderate mass suppression
● Within range of current experiments

Neutrinos
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Seesaw Mechanism
●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●

Elegant hypothesis for neutrino mass
Applies to Majorana neutrinos
One heavy neutrino partner for each SM
neutrino
Heavy neutrino state naturally at GUT
scale
New physics would explain leptogenesis
Neutrino mass comes from mixing
matrix:

The Eigenvalues are given by:

B is naturally heavy (at GUT scale)
M is naturally much lighter, at
electroweak scale
● Related to Higgs vev
One very heavy and one very light
eigenvalue
As one mass goes up, the other goes down
Just like a seesaw

Neutrinos
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Neutrino Mass Hierarchy
Which neutrino is lightest?
● We know the mass squared splittings

●

●

●

Strong implications on the “average” neutrino
mass
Normal hierarchy
● Two light, one heavy
Inverted hierarchy
● One light, two heavy

+

+

Normal

+

+

Inverted

<m> =

Neutrinos
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Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
0νββ
For massive Majorana neutrinos
● Can spin flip RH antinutrino emitted
from one vertex
● Absorbed as LH neutrino at other
vertex
● Two betas emitted, but no neutrinos!

Experimental searches
● 2 neutrino decay gives spectrum
● Similar to regular beta decay
● Multi-body final state
● Neutrinoless decay
● Sum energy of both betas
● Equal to Q value of decay\
● Q = energy released
● Monochromatic peak at end of
spectrum!

Neutrinos
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Searches for 0νββ Decay
Half life is related to average neutrino mass

Note: majorana neutrinos introduce 2 more complex
phases to the PMNS matrix (can’t quite copy eqn
from slide 18)
●

●

Normal and inverted heirarchy
degenerate for “large” neutrino mass
● If lightest neutrino is light enough,
there is a lower limit on inverted
hierarcy
0νββ can probe the inverted
hierarchy in the next few years
●
Either discovery, YAY
●
Or rule out IS (but only for the case
of majorana neutrinos)

Neutrinos

●
●

Experiments probe many isotopes
Current limits at
● T
> 8.0 X 1025 yrs for 76Ge (GERDA)
1/2
● T
> 1.07 X 1026 yrs for 136Xe
1/2
(Kamland Zen)
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Majoron Emitting Modes
●

●

●
●

Certain seesaw mechanisms (dubbed 1-2-3)
do not have symmetry broken by the Higgs
mechanism
● Nambu-Goldstone boson arises from
symmetry breaking
● Dubbed the Majoron, J
Can be emitted by neutrinoless double beta
decay
● Also emitted in leptogenesis in early
universe
Typically long lived
Fraction of keV mass
● Warm dark matter candidate

Neutrinos
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Back to Sterile Neutrinos
Neutrino minimal standard model νMSM
● Seesaw mechanism gives 3 SM plus 1
sterile neutrino
● Lightest sterile neutrino is keV
● Constraints from measurements of
Lyman-Alpha forest
● Heavier sterile neutrinos can be added
● Naturally GeV – TeV mass
● Cold dark matter

Neutrinos

Singlet scalar field mass generation
● Not a seesaw
● Mass comes from new scalar field
● Higgs bosons decay to S bosons
● S bosons decay to sterile neutrinos
● Gives keV mass
● Warm dark matter
What can we say about neutrinos as
dark matter?
● Warm dark matter natural
● Sterile neutrinos
● Majoron modes
● Cold dark matter possible
● But models are less natural
● Neutrinos could be part of the dark
matter
● SM neutrinos are dark
● But only ~ 0.1% of universe
● New physics could easily be
warm component
● Or neutrinos could be all of dark
matter
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Summary
●

●
●

●

●

Neutrinos

Neutrinos fit well in the standard model
● But they oscillate, and thus have mass
● Distinction between mass and flavor eigenstates
● Oscillation frequency depends on Δm2
Three light neutrinos
Possible sterile neutrinos
● Right handed states
● Accessible via oscillations
● Possible warm dark matter
Mass generation
● Seesaw mechanism
● Heavy partner for each SM neutrino
● Majorana neutrinos
● Naturally explains smallness of SM neutrino mass
Neutrinoless double beta decay
● Probes neutrino mass
● Possible connection to dark matter
● Majoron emitting modes
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